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The cleanliness, organization, and efficiency of a health facility’s supply storage areas are key to its effectiveness. 
Every moment that you and other healthcare personnel spend cleaning up spills or searching for supplies in an 
overcrowded supply room is a moment that could have been spent with a patient – and every square foot that’s 
consumed by storage is space that could have been devoted to patient care. 

By saving space and promoting cleanliness and efficiency, LEVPRO keeps your supply storage under control so 
you and your staff can spend more time doing what you do best: caring for patients. 

Offering narrow aisle depths and simultaneous access 
to multiple aisles, LEVPRO saves space and allows 
multiple staff members to use the system at the same 
time, helping them find supplies faster. The “levitating” 
design makes it a breeze to clean under shelving, while 
an array of accessories provide an organized home for 
each item. Plus, because shelves are suspended on 
an overhead track, the aisles of the system compact 
to greatly increase storage capacity. It all adds up to a 
system that better serves staff and patients.

Spend more time with patients

• Fast, convenient picking with narrow aisle depths 
and multiple aisles accessed at one time

• Easily move shelving to clean floor and access 
stored items  

Help prevent infection

• Shelving units “levitate” with rail-less design to 
facilitate floor cleaning

• Steel shelves are easy to sanitize 

Respond quickly to requests

• Space-saving system prevents overcrowding
• Add plastic bins, steel back panels, and a variety 

of other accessories to give every item a home 

Do more with your space

• Aisles compact to increase storage capacity
• Adjustable shelving heights eliminate wasted 

space between shelves
• Additional units can be added when needed 
• Units can be installed around other equipment
• Wire decking provides additional storage space 

above for large items 

LEVPRO
RAIL-LESS MOBILE STORAGE SYSTEM

Devote more resources to patient care.
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SPACE PLANNING AND INSTALLATION

Spacesaver and its network of local consultants can help design, build, install, and maintain flexible storage 
systems that integrate with existing equipment while saving space and providing room to grow.

• Back panels 
• Back stops 
• Bin fronts (steel or acrylic)
• Bin dividers 
• Label holders
• Plastic bins
• EZ rail and accessories 

• Additional handles (to allow users to move 
shelving from both sides)

• LED shop light(s)
• Wire Decking
• Standard beams for additional overhead storage 

and capacity

SHELVING ACCESSORIES SYSTEM ACCESSORIES 

Contact us for a FREE on-site consultation:
800.492.3434 or spacesaver.com.

HOW IT WORKS

LEVPRO is a new way to save space while keeping 
healthcare supplies and equipment clean, organized, 
and accessible. The system consists of shelving units 
suspended on overhead tracks that compact together. 
An innovative trolley mechanism allows users to easily 
move the shelving from side to side.

The system is appropriate for use in sterile supply 
rooms, central supply areas or supply alcoves, linen 
rooms, clinics, and maintenance areas. 

SPECIFICATIONS

Each standard kit includes pallet rack uprights, beams 
with tracks, trolleys, steel shelving units with handles, 
wire decking, and LED shop light(s). LEVPRO is offered 
in a variety of sizes, from 8’-12’ widths, 7’-8’ heights, 
and 3’-4’ depths. Your local Spacesaver consultant can 
provide more detailed information  
and assist in space planning. 

Additional shelving and system accessories can be ordered to supplement the standard kit. 


